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The morphology of thin metal films and nanostructures synthesized from the vapor phase on
insulating substrates is strongly influenced by the coalescence of islands. Here, we derive
analytically the quantitative criterion for coalescence suppression by combining atomistic
nucleation theory and a classical model of coalescence. Growth simulations show that using this
criterion, a coalescence-free growth regime can be reached in which morphological evolution is
solely determined by island nucleation, growth, and impingement. Experimental validation for the
ability to control the rate of coalescence using this criterion and navigate between different growth
regimes is provided by in situ monitoring of Ag deposition on SiO2. Our findings pave the way for
creating thin films and nanostructures that exhibit a wide range of morphologies and physical
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
attributes in a knowledge-based manner. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4900575]
Growth of thin films and nanostructures from the vapor
phase starts with nucleation of isolated atomic islands.
Further vapor condensation causes island growth, which
competes with nucleation, determining the saturation island
density, and thus characteristic size and separation of objects
on the growing surface.1 However, subsequent growth is primarily dictated by coalescence, which occurs when two or
more neighboring islands impinge and merge into a single
larger island. This process evidently results in decrease of
the island density, erasing morphological features attained
during the nucleation stage. Moreover, in the case of
Volmer-Weber or 3D growth, typically encountered during
condensation of metal vapor on an insulating substrate, coalescence entails a contraction of base area as the new island
undergoes shape equilibration. This acts to delay consecutive
impingements, and hence also film percolation and formation
of a continuous film.2–5 The result is a larger film thickness
upon complete substrate coverage and higher surface roughness, the latter because coalescence broadens the island size
distribution.6–8 Since the rate of coalescence is finite,
depending on island size, material, and growth temperature,9–11 it is in direct competition with the intrinsic island
growth rate. This is in turn is set by the deposition rate and
adatom diffusivity. A quantitative description of the competition dynamics may allow the rate of coalescence during
vapor condensation to be controlled. In this way, the microstructural evolution can be fine-tuned using both nucleation
and coalescence to access a larger palette of morphologies
and physical attributes.
The classical treatment of coalescence employs the theories of Nichols and Mullins, in which mass transport between
cap-shaped islands is solely based on surface self-diffusion,
and the “strength” of coalescence is quantified by9
2

4

B ¼ DS cX q=kB T ðm =sÞ;

(1)

where Ds is the (isotropic) surface self-diffusivity, c is the
(isotropic) surface tension, X is the atomic volume, q is the
planar atomic density, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is
0003-6951/2014/105(16)/163107/5/$30.00

the temperature. The main benefit of this description lies in
its simple quantification of the coalescence completion time
between two impinging islands, as12
scoal ¼ R4 =B ðsÞ;

(2)

where R ½m is the radius of the smaller island in a coalescing
pair. Taking the limit B ! 1 reproduces the droplet growth
kinetics described by Family and Meakin,13 which was
recently reported for room temperature vapor phase deposition of aluminum on both SiO2 and sapphire substrates.14 As
R increases with time, while B is constant, scoal eventually
becomes so large that further coalescence events cannot be
completed and percolation ensues.3–5 Previous studies have
questioned the validity of Eq. (2) for growth temperatures
below the film material’s roughening transition temperature.11,15–17 This causes the formation of nanoscale faceted
islands, where the assumption of isotropic surface selfdiffusion is invalid. However, this uncertainty does not invalidate the existence of competition between island growth
and coalescence, and thus, Eq. (2) can be used as a good
approximation to illustrate the dynamics of this competition.
To determine the growth dynamics, scaling behaviors of
film thicknesses at characteristic growth transitions are commonly studied as functions of deposition conditions.3,18,19
The so called elongation transition, which occurs shortly
before percolation sets in, signifies when the substrate surface is largely covered by isolated, elongated structures comprised of islands undergoing coalescence. The film thickness
(in monolayers, ML ¼ atoms per unit area) at this transition
can be related to strength of coalescence and the deposition
rate through3,4
helong / ðB=FÞ1=3 ðMLÞ;

(3)

where F ðML=sÞ denotes the vapor flux to the substrate (i.e.,
deposition rate). Equation (3) was derived by comparing the
rate of islands merging due to coalescence (Eq. (2)) to the
rate of islands impinging due to growth and is therefore an
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indication that coalescence can be suppressed if the island
growth rate is sufficiently large. For some materials such as
Pd, coalescence may be an intrinsically slow process (in the
present context, having a small B value) such that no coalescence events are completed during growth.20,21 In such
cases, previous studies based on growth simulations have
shown a different scaling relation for helong as18,22
helong / ðD=FÞ1=7 ;

(4)

where D is diffusivity of deposited adatoms on the substrate,
given by
D ¼ 0 a2 exp ðED =kB TÞ ða2 =sÞ;

(5)

where  0 is the attempt frequency (typically of the order of
5  1012 Hz), a the minimum translational distance on the
substrate and ED the substrate diffusion barrier.
The scaling expressions in Eqs. (3) and (4) indicate that
for a given material, the role of coalescence during growth
can be controlled by tuning the process parameters F; D,
and B. The first step towards achieving this is to identify a
quantitative criterion, as a function of the aforementioned
parameters, for crossing between growth regimes where coalescence is either active or suppressed (illustrated by the
scaling expression in Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively). In the
present work, we derive this criterion by combining the
nucleation and coalescence theories outlined thus far to
express the rates of island growth and coalescence on an atomistic level. The theoretical results are validated against
scaling behaviors of transition film thicknesses at various
growth conditions from kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations and experimental results from in situ monitoring of Ag
vapor deposition on SiO2.
The competition between island growth and coalescence
in the later stages of growth, where nucleation is negligible,
can be described analytically by comparing the rate of atoms
added to each island F=N, where N is the island density, to
the rate of atoms leaving an island in a coalescence process
S=scoal , where S is the average island size in number of
atoms.23 In this way, the coalescence-free regime is dominated by the former rate while the coalescence-controlled regime is dominated by the latter rate. Analytically, we assume
these rates to be equal at an ideal crossover between these
regimes
F=N ¼ S=scoal :

(6)

The effects of growth and coalescence competition are most
prominent at the elongation transition; thus, we are
interested in finding values of N; S, and scoal at this thickness. By substituting scoal with Eq. (2) (scoal ¼ R4 =B) using
R ¼ ð3SX=2pÞ1=3 and S ¼ h=N, Eq. (6) at the elongation
transition can be expressed as
4=3

1=3

Fcrit ¼ ð2p=3XÞ4=3 BNelong =helong ;

(7)

where Fcrit is the specific deposition rate at the crossover for
given Nelong ; helong , and B. Next, we express helong quantitatively by using the relations S ¼ h=N and R ¼ ð3SX=2pÞ1=3
once more to find

helong ¼ Nelong 2pR3elong =3X;

(8)

where Relong can be found by considering the areal surface
coverage Z ¼ NpR2 at the elongation transition. In the analysis of droplet growth models, a period of self-similar
growth driven by coalescence ensues once nucleation has
saturated, characterized by a constant surface coverage of
55%.2,24 This value is also consistent with the concept of a
“jamming limit” at Z ¼ 54:7% found in mathematical models of randomly packed circles on a plane, which should
correspond to the initial surface configuration of this selfsimilar growth regime.25,26 It is therefore reasonable to
assume that in the absence of coalescence, the elongation
transition is reached after a slight increase in surface coverage. We find from our KMC simulation data (KMC methodology and data are presented later in the manuscript) that Z
converges to 57.7% at helong in all cases where coalescence
can be neglected.27 Thus, a relation
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(9)
Relong ¼ ð0:577=pNelong Þ1=2  3=ð7 Nelong Þ;
can be written. Substituting Eq. (9) in Eq. (8) followed by
Eq. (8) in Eq. (7)
3=2

Fcrit ¼ ð14p=9XÞBNelong :

(10)

In the initial stages of island nucleation and growth, the competition for adatoms between nucleation and island growth
causes the island density to saturate as a very wellestablished function of F and D
Nsat ¼ gðF=DÞ2=7 ;

(11)

where g is a pre-factor and the exponent 2/7 is specifically
for 3D growth with a critical nucleus size of one atom.1,29–33
In the coalescence-free growth regime, the island density
remains unchanged past the saturation point and through
subsequent growth transitions; thus, we set Nelong ¼ Nsat .28
Finally, substituting Eq. (11) in Eq. (10) and rearranging for
Fcrit yields
Fcrit ¼ ð14pg3=2 =9XÞ7=4 B7=4 =D3=4 :

(12)

Equation (12) constitutes the main result of this study and
expresses the relationship between B, D, and F that governs
the ideal crossover between coalescence-controlled and
coalescence-free growth regimes. To offer an explanation of
the physical mechanisms described in this relation, we consider the following events during growth: (i) higher diffusivity favors island growth at the expense of nucleation, (ii) this
enhanced island growth obstructs coalescence completion
for islands that impinge before Nsat is reached, (iii) once Nsat
is reached, all subsequent deposition is assumed to feed
island growth, which, in combination with large island sizes
caused by the earlier growth enhancement, effectively stops
coalescence from completing at all. Thus, since a larger portion of the deposited flux contributes to island growth in
steps (i) and (ii), less total flux is needed to suppress coalescence and Fcrit decreases with increasing D. However, if B is
increased, the rate of coalescence will be faster for all island
sizes. In order to counterbalance this, more material overall
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is required to feed island growth, hence, Fcrit increases for
increasing B. Note however that since both B and D are
temperature-dependent (cf. Eqs. (1) and (5)), they will be
simultaneously affected if the growth temperature is varied
to control growth dynamics. Since the rates of change for D
and B in Eq. (12) are not equal (B grows to the power of 7/4
while D only grows to the power of 3/4) the net effect on
Fcrit will be dominated by the effects of B. This is illustrated
by simulation and experimental data presented later in the
article.
To test the validity of Eq. (12), we performed KMC simulations seeking to confirm the existence of the two growth
regimes by studying the scaling behavior of helong against F,
B, and D. The KMC simulation algorithm is largely based
upon previous works.4,34 Atoms are deposited at a rate F to
random positions on a simple cubic substrate with lattice parameter a and periodic boundary conditions. The simulation
box size is 512  512 lattice sites for all simulations.
Adatoms diffuse to nearest-neighboring sites with a diffusivity given by Eq. (5). Once two adatoms meet, they irreversibly form a stable, hemispherical, and immobile island.
Impingement between neighboring islands forms a cluster,
and a coalescence clock is started for each pair of impinging
islands with a total time calculated from Eq. (2). If the coalescence clock reaches the total time, the coalescing islands
are removed from the simulation and replaced with a single
island centered at their combined center of mass and with
their combined size. The elongation transition film thickness
helong is determined as the point when the average cluster
size equals two islands.27
Two sets of simulations were performed; set 1 was with
constant D ¼ 1:14  107 a2 =s, over a range of B ¼ 10
4000 a4 =s and F ¼ 0:01  60 ML=s and set 2 with constant B ¼ 400 a4 =s, over a range of D ¼ 489  5:26
106 a2 =s and F ¼ 0:02  100 ML=s. The large ranges of
F facilitate visualization of the asymptotic behavior of
helong , i.e., when F ! 0 and 1. The variations in D were
generated by using a set of ED values for T ¼ 300 K, though
these values are not reported here as the same variations in
the parameter D may be generated by varying the temperature. helong from sets 1 and 2 are visualized as functions of F
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. Also, Fcrit positions calculated by Eq. (12) (with g ¼ 0:25; X ¼ a3 )35 for the simulated growth conditions (B and D) are indicated with solid
vertical lines. It is seen that helong exhibits power law
dependences on F very close to Eqs. (3) and (4), thus identifying the coalescence-controlled and coalescence-free
growth regimes in both figures. Furthermore, it can be seen
that the calculated Fcrit values agree very well to the simulated crossover positions. In Fig. 1(a), Fcrit shifts nearly two
orders of magnitude as B is varied one order of magnitude
from 400 a4 =s to 4000 a4 =s. To obtain roughly the same
shift of Fcrit in Fig. 1(b), D must be varied over two orders of
magnitude, from 5:26  106 a2 =s to 1:08  104 a2 =s, which
corroborates the earlier indication of B having a stronger
effect on Fcrit than D.
To complement KMC simulation results, deposition of
Ag vapor on SiO2 was used as a model system to study the
scaling behavior of characteristic transition thicknesses at
various growth conditions. Owing to its definition,

Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 163107 (2014)

FIG. 1. Elongation transition thickness helong against deposition rate F from
the two simulations sets, (a) set 1 and (b) set 2. Dashed lines are guides to
the eye for identifying the coalescence-free and the coalescence-controlled
growth regimes, with exponents 0.14 and 0.33, respectively. The vertical
solid lines indicate crossover positions calculated by Eq. (12) for conditions
where the crossover occurs within the range of simulated deposition rates.

experimental measurements at the elongation transition are
generally difficult to perform with sufficient accuracy.
Therefore, the analogous film thicknesses at percolation
(hperc ) and continuous film formation (hcont ) are measured in
the real world experiments. Carrey and Maurice suggested,
based on KMC simulations, a linear relation between helong
and hperc ,18 and we have recently shown, for deposition of
pulsed Ag vapor on SiO2, that the relation between hperc and
hcont appears to be linear as well.36 The latter is supported by
the idea of hole-filling being the dominant process between
percolation and continuous film formation.36,37 Based on
this, we assume that effects on helong are reflected in hperc
and hcont as well. Continuous Ag fluxes of various rates F,
ranging from 5:27  103  7:02  102 ML=s were generated by sputtering an Ag target in a vacuum chamber (base
pressure 1:3  106 Pa).27 Two different growth temperatures were employed, room temperature (300 K) and 330 K,
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FIG. 2. Measured percolation transition hperc and continuous film formation
hcont thicknesses for films deposited at room temperature (300 K) and elevated temperature (330 K) as functions of the deposition rate F. The data
points are fitted with power-law expressions (lines) from which the exponents of F are found.

aiming at changing values of B and D. Film growth was
monitored in situ using spectroscopic ellipsometry, from
which hperc and hcont were calculated by analyzing the ellipsometric data using dispersion models and graphical methods.27 Figure 2 shows hperc and hcont obtained in the
experiments, and it can be seen that both thicknesses scale
linearly with each other (hcont  2hperc ), in agreement with a
previous work of ours.36 On the basis of Eqs. (3) and (4) and
the simulation results presented in Fig. 1, the scaling exponents in Fig. 2 indicate that deposition at 300 K resembles
the growth behavior in the coalescence-free regime (exponents 0.17 and 0.14 for hperc and hcont , respectively),
while deposition at 330 K results in exponents (0.25 to
0.28 for hperc and hcont , respectively) that indicate faster
island coalescence and thus coalescence-controlled growth.
These findings are consistent with Eq. (12) and the KMC
data in Fig. 1, which predict a shift of Fcrit to larger values
and thus coalescence-controlled growth when both B and D
are increased for a given vapor deposition rate. It is also seen
in Fig. 2 that the scaling exponent in the, presumably,
coalescence-controlled regime deviates strongly from the
ideal value predicted by Eq. (3) (0.33). While the possibility of this being a result of the approximate nature of our coalescence description should be acknowledged, it is also
conceivable that the experiments at both temperatures occur
in or in the vicinity of a wide crossover transition region,
similar to those describe for observations made during the
growth of Ag on SiO2 using pulsed vapor fluxes.36
In summary, the effects of competition between coalescence and island growth were quantified in an analytical relation that connects three basic quantities governing nanoscale
growth morphology: the deposition rate F, the substrate diffusivity D, and the strength of coalescence B. Using this relation, the critical deposition rate, Fcrit , required to cross
between coalescence-controlled and coalescence-free growth
regimes can be calculated for given B and D values, and the

Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 163107 (2014)

form of the analytical expression suggested that Fcrit is more
sensitive to variations of B rather than D. Predictions of this
relation were compared and validated to kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations for growth conditions varying over large ranges
of F; D, and B values; the comparisons showed very good
quantitative agreement. Within the framework of our theory,
we interpreted experimental measurement results of Ag
vapor deposition on SiO2 where two growth temperatures
(300 K and 330 K) were investigated. It was suggested that
this material system resembles coalescence-free growth at
room temperature (300 K) while an ongoing transition to the
coalescence-controlled growth regime occurs at 330 K.
The ability to predict the occurrence of coalescencecontrolled and coalescence-free growth regimes for different
material systems provides insight with respect to the ability
to control the rate of coalescence during vapor condensation.
This in turn may prove beneficial for tailoring thin film
architecture at the nanoscale by using both nucleation and
coalescence to access a larger variety of film morphologies
and physical attributes. Moreover, by being able to unambiguously determine Fcrit experimentally, the relations derived
herein also provide an opportunity to estimate B and D by
monitoring the evolution of characteristic transition thicknesses in the different growth regimes as a function of deposition conditions.
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